DualBlock is a unique permeable paving system that combines strength with versatility. Made from recycled HDPE, the interlocking pavers can be filled with either gravel or grass providing a robust SuDs source control solution.

Features:
- Designed for use with HGV Traffic
- High shear strength reduces limitations whilst accelerating, braking and turning
- Easy to install and maintain
- Reduces sub base depths
- Cost effective alternative to concrete and tarmac surfaces
- Textured surface for improved grip
- High water permeability
- Sympathetic to the natural environment

Applications:
- HGV and Coach parking
- Lay-bys and verge reinforcement
- Intensively used car parks
- Service yards and Industrial Estates
- Access roads for emergency vehicles
- Farm and rural roads
- Private roads
- Hard standing areas for Motorhomes
- Light aircraft apron

Product Dimensions:
80 x 40 x 6cm
32 chambers (size 8 x 8cm)
1m² = 3.125 pieces